IDP Project
AI-Knowledge Solution - Developer Relations Program

Background
Curiosity is a Munich-based deeptech AI startup that builds AI-powered search solutions for large enterprises like Airbus and Telefonica. With a successful enterprise product and desktop app on the market, we are now introducing a developer tool for making AI-powered knowledge solutions, including the latest LLM-RAG systems. This project is all about getting developers involved by building cool demos and writing detailed technical blogs.

Project Goals

- **Build Demo Applications:** Use Curiosity’s stack to build demo apps that show off what AI-powered knowledge solutions can do. This includes finding interesting datasets and working with Language Models (LLMs), Retrieval-Augmented Generation (RAG) systems, and Knowledge Graphs to create powerful search applications.
- **Write Technical Blogs and Documentation:** Write lots of technical blogs and documentation to help the developer community learn how to build and improve AI-powered search systems.
- **Engage with the Developer Community:** Put together a program that gets developers excited about working with AI-powered knowledge management solutions.

Requirements

- **Know Your Code:** Have basic skills in C#, HTML/CSS/JS, and be open to learning new technologies like knowledge graphs.
- **Hacker mentality:** Have a get-it-done approach, aiming for clear results.
• **Good English and Communication Skills:** Be able to clearly explain technical details in writing and communicate well with others.

**Learning Outcomes**

Participants will:

• **Create AI-Knowledge Systems:** Merge keyword, vector search, and LLM technologies with custom datasets to build intuitive search tools.

• **Deepen Your AI and Tech Knowledge:** Enhance your understanding of AI, including NLP and Knowledge Graphs, while boosting programming and technical writing skills.

• **Hands-On Learning Experience:** Work with real data to learn about and apply technologies like LLMs and RAG systems. Get feedback from the developer community.

• **Make a difference:** Contribute to Curiosity's pioneering efforts in deeptech AI development.

**Contact**

Curiosity GmbH  
Kaufinger Str. 15, 80331 Munich  
https://curiosity.ai

Leon Zucchini (Funder)  
leon@curiosity.ai